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PQc:boIaIicaI Wadare, Police 'Jdelligeace
aDd Police IIetbods
The psycho1ogical warfare campaign created by the In
stitue and the Rand Corporation and propagandized by the
controlled press did not stimulate the environment of
psychological terror within the population. the spate of ar
ticles on "nuclear terrorism," citing plutonium thefts from
reactors and the scope of the terrorist operations in
ternationa1ly, did not take hold as the computer printouts had
designed. Efforts to coerce the population psychologically into
accepting fascist police state measures to "stop terrorism"
fai1ed� The psychological warfare operations failed in part
because the covert nature of the· operation was blown.
Whenever.a covert counterinsurgency operation becomes
politically exposed before the general population over an
extended period of time, then, should the operation proceed,
the results will tend to produce the opposite of its intended
effect - the coordinators of the operation will be identified
by the targeted population as its main enetpy.
At bottom, it was the mobilization launched by the Labor
Party since the Glassboro Terrorism Conference last April
27, which put into motion working class forces against the
terrorist controllers - Levi, Raskin, et al. - thereby
providing President Ford and other pro-Constitutional forces
with the crucial political leverage to prevent the total ac
tivation.
With the psychological warfare aims of Rockefeller
significantly countered, political intelligence and evaluation
work by Labor Party Security staff directly forced the next
crucial question - reliability of intelligence. A major fac
tional fight developed over a period of months within law
enforcement agencies over both the reliability of their in
telligence on terrorism and the "chain of command"
responsibility for directing police actions against the
countergangs and terrorists.
For example, in Philadelphia, the regular police force was
not briefed by those who controlled and had access to the flow

of information on the July 4 events. All inte1ligence was
centralized in the Justice Department's Civil Disturbance
Unit under Levi's personal man, Deputy Attorney General
Harold Tyler. This is where the Treasury Department's ATF,
the FBI ad Lieutenant George Fencl of the Philadelphia
P.D:'s "Civil Disobedience Unit" receive and feed in
telligence. If the Philadelphia police were receiving in- .
telligence, it was misinformation. Necessarily, the police
were compelled to depend upon the USLP to provide in
telligence estimates and evaluation for the police to conduct
their own investigations without the interference of some
"higher authority." As the intelligence was checked, cross
checked, and verified by police departments throughout the
country, extensive surveillance of known terrorists and
groups which are known to harbor terrorists went into effect.
Another .important aspect of police intelligence operations
is leads - information that has yet to be developed into solid
intelligence. After years of watching terrorists run rampant
tilrough this country, any serious and honest cop begins to
discern a pattern. He instinctively suspects that such actions
could "succeed" oniy if his superiors are somehow screwing
up. What he lacks is an overall picture of these terrorist
operations - a picture that will help him identify the nature
of the beast. This has been provided by the Labor Party� As a
reSUlt, the cop on the beat is better able to provide sound
intelligence, simultaneously upgrading the overall function.
of a democratic police force by knowing how to create the
conditions to act upon this intelligence. It was on this basis
that the constitutionally aligned police acted upon Labor
Party intelligence input and undercut the Justice Depart
ment-Institute-LEAA-trained p oli ce networks, whose
methods are designed to facilitate the growth and con
tinuance of terrorist activity.
To dismantle the terrorist networks altogether, however,
identification of Levi and Raskin as their controllers is still
required.

NSIPS Exclusive Translation from l'Euroe.eo

"Another Pearl Harbor in the United States?"
June 10 (NSIPS) - The following box appeared in the News
of the World section of the July 9 Italian magazine
L'Europeo.
Back is the talk about nuclear terrorism, biological terro
rism in the report on "International Terrorism" that the CIA
has declassified in the last few days. According to the A
gency, in the next few years, the terrorists will start to use
from missiles to powerful modern weapons, and most of all
biological and bacteriological systems. For example, they
(the terrorists) could disseminate radioactive substances in
a city, as they tried alreadY in Vienna two years ago. More
over, another "black" group told I'EUROPEO in France that

a terrorist group was cultivating the possibility of contami
nating the ballot boxes with biological substances and using-

the radio to broadcast news of the poisoned ballots. It is
certain that such news, even if false, would terrorize many
voters.

In any event, it is certain that American authorities are
very much worried about terrorism to the point that in a
press conference that took place in New York few days, some
experts warned against the possibility of a new maybe
nuclear Pearl Harbor by terrorists against an American city
on the occasion of the Fourth of July Bicentennial celebra
tions. The CIA replied they are aware of it and that the CIA
has a system of defense based in a computet: named Iterite,
with which it can constantly keep track of terrorist groups.
anywhere in the world. In the next days the computer will be
fed information about the bigger American cities.
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